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At my Catholic grammar school, we spent a whole lot of time singing.  Mostly religious 

songs (we specialized in anything describing the violent death of Jesus) but we branched out into 

some pagan hymns come Christmas time.  Although we sang every day for close to an hour, as I 

get older I have a hard time remembering the words for most of songs – after a while, all of the 

crucifixion ditties blend together.  The one notable exception to this loss of memory is “The 

Unicorn Song.” 

This pessimistic Irish tune informed all who listened to it how the unicorn came to be 

extinct.  Technically, it fit in with the religious theme – after all, it concerned itself with the 

packing of the ark before the great flood.  But the lyrics of the song itself, composed by Shel 

Silverstein, were almost too much for a little girl to reasonably handle.  In a lilting, cheerful tune, 

we sang about the destruction of the unicorns when they refused to listen to Noah.  According to 

the song, the unicorns were too busy playing and hiding in the rain when the flood started, so 

Noah was forced to close up the ark without them.  The final two stanzas read, “The ark started 

moving, it drifted with the tide/The unicorns looked up from the rocks and they cried/And the 

waters came down and sort of floated them away/That’s why you never see unicorns to this very 

day/You’ll see green alligators and long-necked geese/Some humpty-backed camels and 

chimpanzees/Some cats and rats and elephants but sure as you’re born/You’re never gonna see 

no unicorns.” 

“Were You There When They Crucified My Lord” had nothing on “The Unicorn Song” 

when it came to sheer emotional impact.  More often than not I would be brought to tears by the 

final stanza, and I was not alone – a majority of my female classmates couldn’t keep their 

composure when faced with the demise of the mythical unicorn.  So what was it about this 
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particular subject matter that was more devastating to us than a vision of Jesus dying a terrible 

death on the cross? 

A famous quote from Marianna Mayer, the author of The Unicorn and the Lake, may 

offer a bit of insight into humanity’s long-term fascination with unicorns: “The unicorn is the 

only fabulous beast who does not seem to have been conceived out of human fears.  In even the 

earliest references he is fierce yet good, selfless yet solitary, but always mysteriously beautiful.  

He could be captured only by unfair means, and his single horn was said to neutralize poison.”  

Perhaps it is this inherent goodness, this lack of animosity that has kept people’s attention over 

the years.  The obvious beauty of the unicorn, specifically in its current-day incarnation, also 

plays a role in the animal’s continuing appeal.  The very thought of such a benevolent and 

peaceful animal drowning to death because Noah didn’t want to go out into the rain was almost 

enough to make me want to leave the Catholic Church (but that’s a whole other essay). 

In modern-day representations the unicorn is more often than not portrayed as a white 

horse with a spiraling horn in the center of the forehead.  The original incarnation, however, 

featured a more goat-like animal, with a slight beard and a tail more closely resembling that of a 

lion.  Over time, the image became more aesthetic, resulting in the current common depiction of 

a white stallion with a flowing mane. 

A popular deviation from this new standard is Unico, a Japanese anime version of a 

unicorn. Unico has a shock of red hair and is still a baby in the anime stories.  He is hated by the 

gods because he grants wishes to humans without making them work for it.  An English 

language version of Unico’s story entitled The Fantastic Adventures of Unico was brought to the 

screen in 1981 and was quite successful in the United States.  So, the interest in unicorns must 

transcend appearance alone. 
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The fascination with unicorns informs all sort of art, ranging from the vaulted to the 

borderline obscene.  The Unicorn Tapestries, currently on display at the Metropolitan Museum 

of Art, are among the most recognizable images of the creature in the world.  The tapestries were 

woven in the Netherlands from 1495-1505 and first displayed as a series in the 17th century.  The 

series of exquisite panels show the hunt for a unicorn and the animal’s eventual submission to a 

young maiden – the only person who was able to subdue it.  After the beautiful scene of the 

maiden and the unicorn together, the next shows the horrible death of the creature by stabbing.  

Its prized horn was taken to the king and used to treat poisoned water.  The final tapestry in the 

series presents a bittersweet reality – the unicorn lives again, but only locked inside a cage.   

On the more fantastical side of the unicorn art spectrum, the February 2003 edition of 

Realms of Fantasy magazine hosts the short story “A Hunter’s Ode to His Bait,” written by 

Carrie Vaughn.  The article details an old hunter’s acquisition of a virgin to help him entrap and 

kill unicorns.  Drawing on the same mythology as the Unicorn Tapestries, “A Hunter’s Ode to 

His Bait” focuses on the wealth one could get from selling a unicorn’s horn and features some 

rather gruesome unicorn death scenes.  “It screamed, a piercing wail, and reared straight up like 

it might fly.  Duncan shot again and hit the crook of its throat, where the head joined the neck.  

Twisting in mid-air, it tried to leap back to the shelter of the woods, crying with strained breaths.  

After one stride it fell, chest plowing into the earth, head and horn still raised.  Groaning, it rolled 

to its side.” 

Although the unicorn began as a pagan symbol, Christian writers quickly adopted the 

animal as a metaphor for Jesus Christ himself and appropriated the image for their writing.  In 

fact, the Unicorn Tapestry series is often read as an allegory for the suffering of Christ for our 
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sins.  So, as it is in my memories of my grammar school years, the myth of the unicorn is 

inextricably tied to the crucifixion of Jesus Christ. 

Unicorns can be found in more modern forms of entertainment as well.  One of the most-

viewed videos on YouTube is “Charlie the Unicorn,” a short, crudely animated sketch where a 

surly older unicorn, named Charlie, is duped by two younger unicorns into going on an 

expedition to Candy Mountain.  Unfortunately for Charlie, the tale concludes with him having 

his kidney removed for sale on the black market.  Ridiculous?  Maybe.  But the video has earned 

over 31 million views in the two and a half years it has been on the internet.  This could partially 

be due to the absurdity of the voiceover, but certainly people’s ongoing fascination with the 

horned animal has played more than a small role in the popularity of the clip. 

M.M., a 51-year-old nurse from Rhode Island, knows about the popularity of the unicorn 

from first-hand experience.  “When my daughter was little she was completely obsessed with 

them.  She had unicorn sheets on her bed, numerous unicorn sweaters, stuffed and ceramic 

unicorns, and she even won a prize for her unicorn costume one Halloween.”   

She thinks for a moment when asked why she felt her daughter had such a strong 

attachment to the creature.  “You know, I’m not sure.  I think maybe she loved them so much 

because they were the perfect synthesis of fantasy and reality (horses being a traditional little girl 

obsession) and were so beautiful.  I’ll give her this - she never lost her dream of seeing one in 

person.”	  

The unicorn is often lumped in with the fantastical creatures of Greek mythology – for 

example, Pegasus, or the chimera – but this is a misconception.  The unicorn does not appear in 

Greek mythology, not because the Greeks were unaware of the horse-like creature, but because 

they were firmly convinced of the reality of the animal’s existence.  Instead, accounts of the 
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unicorn can be found in Greek natural history, where it was often referred to as an “Indian ass.”  

The ancient Greeks believed strongly that unicorns were an actual animal species, just not one 

that was native to their homeland. 

D.W., a teacher from Vancouver, Canada, recalls how she felt when she learned of the 

origins of the unicorn.  “I have to say, I was disappointed when I first realized that there was a 

difference between unicorns and Pegasus; I thought all unicorns had wings, until I learned they 

really don't (except in more modern fiction). It's a common misconception, I think. Unicorns 

only have horns, whereas Pegasus is a specific, single, mystical winged horse from Greek 

mythology - without a horn. That was a sad day when I figured that out.” 

Having such an enigma attached to their existence ensured that at some point, unicorns 

would make their way to the circus.  Ringling Brothers Barnum and Bailey Circus, in the 1980’s, 

had four “unicorns” traveling with them.  The first and most famous of these faux-unicorns was 

named Lancelot, after the infamous Knight of the Round Table.  The animals were provided by a 

man named Oberon Zell-Ravenheart and his wife, naturalist Morning Glory.  They more closely 

resembled goats than horses, harkening back to the medieval depiction of unicorns.  This was not 

a coincidence, since they were actually goats.  Altogether the couple created ten unicorn-goats 

through a procedure that was determined to be a simple skin graft – encouraging the goats’ horns 

to grow in a different part of their heads. 

There was an immediate uproar among the paying public.  Some felt cheated, while 

others felt that the animals were being abused.  But a search of the living conditions and an 

examination of the goat-unicorns showed no foul treatment.  As for the accusations of cheating, 

circus spokesperson Debbie Linde merely said, “As far as we’re concerned, it’s a unicorn.  A 
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unicorn is just an animal with one horn.”  Alas, the last of the goat-unicorns died in the early 

2000’s. 

B.V., an actor and writer in Chicago, thinks back on the experience of seeing the Barnum 

and Bailey unicorns with a philosophical eye: “I must've been five years old.  Around that.  

Seeing that "unicorn" led around the arena:  it's the first time I can remember being aware of the 

concept of Ethical Relativism.  Somehow, I knew that what I was witnessing was just a 

medically altered goat, the product of probable animal cruelty.  And yet, we had paid our money, 

so it didn't matter.  If our collective need to escape our own dismally prosaic day-to-day realities 

meant that some poor quadruped had to suffer painful indignities, so be it.  Now that I think 

about it:  Seeing that unicorn turned me into a cynic...and most definitely not in the ancient 

Greek sense of the word.” 

Professional writer J.R. also went to that ill-fated circus, from which she still boasts some 

emotional scars.  “I begged my parents to take me to see it.  They did, and I remember waiting 

through the entire circus to see the unicorn because it was, of course, the finale.  When it finally 

came out though, it was such a letdown.  It basically looked like a sad little goat with a nub on its 

head.  I was very young at the time, but I clearly remember being disappointed.  I remember 

asking my dad what was wrong with the unicorn and him reluctantly explaining that it was just a 

goat with a skin graft.  It was devastating.” 

The sham of the unicorn is by no means a passé concept.  A.J., an actress in New York 

City, traveled to Moscow in the winter of 2007 to study Russian theater. She went ready to soak 

up the culture; however, she was not expecting what she saw one night at the Russian circus.  

She describes her experience as such: “The show had all kinds of acts involving amazing animal 

feats; a family of six puppies all living in one suitcase, a cross dressing/celebrity impersonating 
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chimp, acrobatic elephants.  It was amazing.  However, during the grand finale a beautiful 

Russian Princess (not a true Czarina, of course) came riding out into the center of the ring on a 

unicorn.  The crowd went wild.  It was bright white, strong, and had a long white mane with 

colorful ribbons strung throughout. The unicorn carried the princess around the ring and jumped 

through hoops and over barrels.  The team then led the rest of the performers out for curtain call, 

then out of the tent to a standing ovation. The Russians (whose circus expertise is truly unrivaled 

throughout both the West and the East) knew that even as exciting as puppies in a suitcase were, 

they were no finale.  That honor was given to the most majestic of all animals – the unicorn.  Of 

course, you couldn’t take pictures of any of this.” 

She pauses for a moment, and then continues.  “But you know, I don’t think that the 

unicorn was real.  You have to remember, the circus is a place for amazing feats – but also for 

illusion.”	  	  	  

She offers her explanation for why she believes unicorns could exist in a physical sense: 

“If other animals can have a horn, two horns even, then a horse can have a single horn.  It’s more 

probable than say, a mermaid, and it’s unfair to lump them together into the mythical creature 

category.  The only difference between a unicorn and a horse is a horn.  Other mythical creatures 

have many more points of derivation between themselves and the “normal” being they’re 

understood in relation to.  For example, a mermaid is a human with a tail and she can breathe 

and exist under water; a Pegasus is a horse with wings and is able to fly; dragons are huge lizards 

and they can breathe fire.   A horse with a horn would be pretty commonplace in comparison!” 

And proof of this existence might be closer than we think.  In June 2008 a so-called 

“unicorn deer” was discovered in the Center of Natural Science’s Reserve Park in Prato, Italy.  A  

small Roe deer was born a singular horn, located directly in the center of his head – an anomaly, 
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says Gilberto Tozzi, director of the Center, in an interview when the animal was first discovered. 

“Generally the horn is on one side rather than being at the center.  This looks like a complex 

case.”  Tozzi then goes on to directly address the unicorn myth, saying “This shows that even in 

past times, there could have been animals with this anomaly.  It’s not like they dreamed it up.” 

Another animal that often gives hope to those who believe in unicorns is the narwhal, a 

close relation to the Beluga whale that is notable for the long, spiral-shaped horn which protrudes 

from the front of its head.  Often called “the unicorn whale,” the narwhal’s horn (acting as a 

tooth) has recently been proven to have nearly 10 million sensory nerves on it, allowing the 

animal to test the saline levels in the water.  The evolutionary purpose of the narwhal’s horn 

suggests that such accoutrements could serve the animals they decorate in more ways than just 

beauty. 

Their obvious connection to the unicorn myth has endangered the lives of narwhals in the 

past.  Medieval Europeans and Vikings used to hunt narwhals for their horns, believing them to 

have the same mythical properties as a unicorn horn, namely the ability to cleanse poisoned 

water.  It wasn’t until greater exploration in the Arctic regions that people began to appreciate 

the individuality of the narwhal. 

Hunting aside, there is another peril associated with the unicorn myth - discrimination.  

E.G., a filmmaker from Chicago, recalls learning the dark side of the story when he was a little 

boy.  “My third grade teacher, Mrs. Church - her real name - told us that unicorns were "of the 

devil" and wouldn't let any of the kids have them on their Trapper Keepers or folders. I had a 

plain green Trapper that year, but my sister, who was a few years behind me, was pretty into 

unicorns and also had Mrs. Church, and was forced to refrain from fronting any kind of unicorn 
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propaganda. I don't know if it was the horn or what it was, but Mrs. Church was definitely not 

down with the unicorns.” 

T.H., a magician from New Jersey, shares her thoughts on why a belief in unicorns is a 

necessity despite people’s biases: “Unicorns have to exist. If they don't, neither do fairies, noble 

quests or happily ever afters. And I can't walk through life believing that. Unicorns represent 

hope and magic, strength and beauty. All wonderful values to try and ascribe to. They’re 

amazing symbols of both imagination and reality - the perfect fusion, really. Unicorns exist in 

my world. For your sake, I hope they do in yours as well.” 

Speaking of positive messages, someone eventually caught on the daunting emotional 

impact of “The Unicorn Song.”  In recent years, writer Andrew McKee added two final stanzas 

to ease the tears of all the little girls out there.  Sing it loudly, and maybe someday we can attract 

the unicorns back down to earth. 

“Now you might think this is the ending to the song, 
But I'll have to tell you friends that in fact you're wrong 
You see, Unicorns are magical, so when the rain started pouring, 
They grew themselves some wings and they took to soaring. 

You'll see green alligators and long-necked geese  
Some humpty backed camels and some chimpanzees  
But if you're looking for the unicorns, don't be forlorn, 
The second star to the right and straight on until morning.” 

 
 
 
 


